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“One of the best Cornish walking guides ever”An essential series of detailed walking books, that
provides everything you need for an enjoyable and interesting day out.This friendly and
informative collection of walks is built all around you and your dog. Every walk has been test run
by two manic Springers. The majority of each walk can be done safely off lead. We mostly avoid
livestock, cliffs and traffic and give plenty of guidance when there may be an issue. We have also
tried to end walks near a dog bin and a source of water for a quick drink and a clean
down.Eleven walks ranging from 2 to 7 miles “perfect for pups with little legs or those that like to
run”Created with dogs in mind “This book is ideal if locally based and want to know where to
discover new walks with your family and dogs.“Each walk is accompanied by an OS map, an
elevation and full colour photos "There is a lot of useful information such as how suitable the
walks are for dogs, the nearest WCs, car parking and access to the car parks."Clear, concise
instructions“The route descriptions are detailed and easy to follow.”Interesting and engaging
points of interest“Even if it's too wet to walk, makes great reading while planning for better
weather.” “Well done to Liz Hurley for making the descriptions jump off the page and for writing in
a style that holds your interest.”Fully interactive with additional links and photo albums“I
especially like the hyperlinks (Kindle Edition) that allow the reader to jump to the interesting
additional information that enriches the text.” “there were also fab links to photos taken by the
author.”The print version and kindle version have varying layouts and whilst all the information is
the same in both, we have made sure that it is properly laid out in each format.Extra features
range from recipes to short stories and further recommended readings. “A really generous
book”Discover hidden woods, private beaches and secluded creeks, whilst exploring castles,
churches and ruined buildings. Grab Walking with Dogs between Truro and Fowey today and
start exploring this breath-taking countryside with your best friend.
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locationsIntroductionWelcome to Cornish Walks. This series is designed to help you explore an
area in greater depth and will feature a wide range of walks.Nearly all the walks are circular so
you can walk in either direction, although the guide only explains the route one way. If you want a
longer walk, just retrace your footsteps for a change of scenery. Some of the shorter walks have
a neighbouring walk that they can be linked to. I have said at the start of a walk if this is an
option.At the back of the book, there are some added extras, to enhance your walks. Ranging
from recipes and recommended reads to an explanation of how the tides work. I hope that you
find them, and the rest of the book, enjoyable.DogsWe love walking with our dogs, so I thought I
would share some of our absolute favourites with you. We have two Springers, Harry and
Agatha, and they like to roam, rummage and generally find every last bit of mud. Because they
do like to roam, our favourite walks mainly avoid livestock and cliffs, where these are
unavoidable the dogs go back on the lead.This guide will always let you know when I think a
potential hazard is coming up. I haven’t bothered mentioning dogs on leads in villages, or on
cycle paths or roads. You know what your own dog is capable of; I will only draw your attention to
things that you may not know are coming up.Several of these walks joins cycle paths for a bit,
which are likely to also have horse riders on them.I have also tried to make each walk end near
water so that you get a chance to wash them down before they get in the car. You may be lucky
enough to have clean dogs, I don’t.All cafés and restaurants mentioned in this book are dog
friendly and I have also mentioned where you can find a dog bin.InstructionsCountry
CodeRespect the people who live and work in the countryside. Respect private property,
farmland and all rural environments.Do not interfere with livestock, machinery and
crops.Respect and, where possible, protect all wildlife, plants and trees.When walking, use the
approved routes and keep as closely as possible to them.Take special care when walking on
country roads.Leave all gates as you find them and do not interfere with or damage any gates,
fences, walls or hedges.Guard against all risks of fire, especially near forests.Always keep



children closely supervised while on a walk.Do not walk the Ways in large groups and always
maintain a low profile.Take all litter home - leaving only footprints behind.Keep the number of
cars used to the minimum and park carefully to avoid blocking farm gateways or narrow
roads.Minimise impact on fragile vegetation and soft ground.Take heed of warning signs - they
are there for your protection.The Countryside Code states that:By law, you must keep your dog
under effective control so that it does not disturb or scare farm animals or wildlife. On most areas
of open country and common land, known as ‘access land’ you must keep your dog on a short
lead between 1 March and 31 July, and all year round near farm animals.You do not have to put
your dog on a lead on public paths, as long as it is under close control. But as a general rule,
keep your dog on a lead if you cannot rely on its obedience. By law, farmers are entitled to
destroy a dog that injures or worries their animals.If livestock chase you and your dog, it is safer
to let your dog off the lead – don’t risk getting hurt by trying to protect it.Take particular care that
your dog doesn’t scare sheep and lambs or wander where it might disturb birds that nest on the
ground and other wildlife – eggs and young will soon die without protection from their
parents.Everyone knows how unpleasant dog mess is and it can cause infections – so always
clean up after your dog and get rid of the mess responsibly. Also make sure your dog is wormed
regularly to protect it, other animals and people.At certain times, dogs may not be allowed on
some areas of access land or may need to be kept on a lead. Please follow any signs.CattleIf
you find yourself in a field of suddenly wary cattle, move away as carefully and quietly as
possible, and if you feel threatened by cattle then let go of your dog’s lead and let it run free
rather than try to protect it and endanger yourself. The dog will outrun the cows, and it will also
outrun you.Those without canine companions should follow similar advice: move away calmly,
do not panic and make no sudden noises. Chances are the cows will leave you alone once they
establish that you pose no threat.If you walk through a field of cows and there happen to be
calves, think twice; if you can, go another way and avoid crossing fields.TidesThere is a useful
explanation on tides at the back of the book.Guide to the LegendBefore heading off for a walk
read the description first. You may discover issues with it. Cows, number of stiles, mud etc. Then
have a look at a map, not the little one provided with the walk, to get a proper feel for the
direction of the walk.Length: This has been calculated using a range of GPS tracking
devices.Effort: Easy to Challenging. These descriptions are only in relation to each other in this
book. Every walk has at least one hill in it; not everyone finds hills easy. Challenging, this is for
the hardest walks in the book, it will be based on effort and duration. However, nothing in here is
particularly tortuous.Terrain: If it’s been raining a lot, please assume that footpaths will be muddy.
Coast paths tend to be a bit better, near villages they tend to be a bit worse.Footwear: I usually
walk in walking boots, trainers or ridge sole wellingtons. Except for village walks, smart shoes,
sandals, heels or flip flops are unsuitable. Crocs are always unsuitable.*Livestock: It is possible
that you won’t encounter any livestock on a walk that mentions them. Please read the
Countryside Code section, on how to avoid them if you do.Parking: Postcode for sat nav given.
Be aware Cornwall is not always kind to sat navs, have a road map to hand and check you know



where you are heading before you set off.WCs: Due to council cuts, lots of loos are now closed
or run by local parishes with seasonal opening hours. If they are an essential part of your walk,
check online first. Lots are now coin operated.Café / Pub: Local recommendations. Always
check ahead, some will have seasonal opening hours.OS Map: This will be the largest scale
available for the area.DOG BINS: Almost all of these walks will have at least one dog bin
somewhere along the route.Brief Description: Just a quick outline of the walk.Directions: If I say,
“going up the road” up or down means there is a slope. If I refer to North or SW, you will need a
compass. Most smartphones have built-in compasses. It won’t be essential as other directions
will be given, but it will be an aide. Especially in woodland where there are few other clues.In size
of scale, largest to smallest: Road, lane, unmade road, track, trail, path. Although some of the
smaller descriptions are interchangeable.Options: Several of the walks have options or alternate
routes to avoid mud, cattle, seasonal access etc. You only need to choose one option, but
please read the whole section first. It will help to rule out any confusion.Things change: Trees fall
down, posts get broken, signs become obscured, footpaths can be closed for repair. Do not be
alarmed if you can’t see a marker.Tides: Occasionally I refer to the fact that a high spring tide
might block the path, this tends to only last for about an hour, every few months, in the early
morning or evening. You are unlikely to be hindered but it is worth pointing out.Links: In the print
book, I have shortened very long hyperlinks for ease of typing and I have left easy hyperlinks as
they are. In the e-book they are active.*Joke****Not really :D1Fowey Hall WalkLength: 3.5
milesEffort: ModerateTerrain: FootpathFootwear: Trainers, bootsLivestock: Some potential but
alternate route availableParking: Caffa Mill car park. PL23 1DF. The walk starts at this point, but
you may want to park in the car park on the edge of the village. In August driving to the starting
point can be tricky and also very busyWCs: FoweyCafé / Pub: FoweyOS Map: 107Dog Bins: Car
parkBrief Description: A beautiful and popular walk, loved since at least the Tudor times. This
version offers a slightly different path, adding a ruined mediaeval chapel, a stunning ancient
church and a chance to paddle and maybe spot a seal or two. You even get two boat rides! Dogs
are welcomed on the boats.You do need to pay for the boat taxis, sailings are regular but check
their websites, in the links section.Off on an adventureDirections:Start at the Caffa Mill car park
and take the ferry over to Bodinnick, enjoying the sights from the water. Stepping off, walk uphill
passing the Old Ferry Inn and some large anchors on your left. Continue up past St Johns
Church on your right, and just after the Old School House you will see a signpost for the start of
the Hall Walk, heading towards Pont and Polruan.As you reach the large granite war memorial
with a sword engraved on it, you now have two options.Option OneTo continue along the regular
Hall Walk stick to this path. This will take in the Q Memorial on Penleath Point with lovely views
down the River Fowey, the path is clear, level and mainly wooded. There is no chance of cattle
on this route and is great for dogs to have a roam. We re-join Option Two, just above Pont, at
Step 6.Option TwoChance of cattle and steep hill but open fields, stunning views and a ruined
chapel.Just before the war memorial, take the stile on your left. There is a little gate for dogs as
well. The signpost says Pont via Hall Farm, 1 mile. Walk along the left-hand edge of the field



heading up to the metal gate in the corner. There may be cattle in these fields and dogs should
be on leads. This whole section is well signed with yellow arrows on round discs.Go through the
gate and into a farm drive, walk uphill, just as you clear the farm buildings you will get to the
ruined Hall Chapel on your left. You are welcome to enter and explore but be aware of all the
scaffolding and keep dogs on a short lead.Return to the concrete drive and continue uphill. At
the top the drive ends at three fields. The views to your right are spectacular. Now head into the
middle field and walk along the left-hand edge, keep an eye out for the yellow arrows. Through
another metal gate and continue along the left-hand edge. From up here, you can see Lanteglos
Church tower to your right.Just as you get to the next metal gate there is a lovely example of
vertical slate hedging and a sheep stile. Go through the gate and now head diagonally downhill
across the field towards the woods. Head toward a tree stump in the middle of the field and
beyond it in the corner of the field is the next gate and coffen stile. This is where we rejoin Option
One.Go through the wooden gate and follow the path left, downhill to Pont you can catch
glimpses below on your right. At the T-junction, the signpost says Polruan, take this, turning right
and heading down into Pont. Walk across the river and head forwards passing the large
buildings, keeping an eye out for a wooden National Trust signpost at knee level pointing the
way. Walk past Pont Creek Cottage and take the obvious path uphill with the stream on your
left.Continue up the path to Lanteglos Church, ignoring the right-hand path to Polruan. It’s 370
yards uphill, but it really is a special church, I’ve never seen so much original woodwork inside a
parish church. If this doesn’t appeal, take the right-hand path to Polruan. Halfway up the path to
the church, it crosses a small road, head over and continue up, with the stream again on your
left. There is a water bowl at the front door of the church for dogs.Having explored the church
and graveyard head out onto the road in front, and walk right. This is a very quiet country lane
and is festooned with flowers in spring and summer. At the T-junction turn right and walk
downhill, after a short while there is a wooden gate on your left. Go through the gate and turn left
onto the footpath, which immediately splits. Take the right-hand fork heading downhill, it is
signed Polruan 1¼ mile. This is where we rejoin the Hall Walk, continue with the river below on
your right. It is now fine to let your dog off the lead.For another pleasant diversion, you can take
the next right-hand footpath down to Pont Creek for a chance to paddle and keep an eye out for
seals in the river. When you are ready to continue, carry along the path uphill, this return path is
quite steep, but there is a bench at the top, should you feel the need for a quick moment of
contemplation.Turn right and continue along on the main Hall Walk. Just after the bench, the
path crosses a small lane. This is a very quiet lane but you may want to get your dog back on its
lead, just whilst you cross over. Continue along the path keeping an eye out for a pillbox on your
left just before another bench. You are now above Polruan. As you head down into the village,
you walk down a flight of steps, then turn right and head down another flight, keep heading down
until you get to the quay. The ferry leaves from the slipway by the public loos.The ferry either
goes to the Whitehouse Pier or the Town Quay, whichever one you get on when you disembark
turn right and follow the road through the town, it will be a slightly longer walk if you get dropped



off at Whitehouse Pier. There are great sights from the river. Follow the main road out of Fowey,
walking along the river until you get back to the Caffa Mill car park or wherever you started your
walk.
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LDF, “The detail is spot on. The lady has actually walked the routes. Perfect.  . The river FAL.”

Guy, “Must have book of short walks. Super researched well written easy to follow series of short
walks. Highly recommend to all. Look forward to the next book in the series”

Ebook Library Reader, “GREAT. JUST WHAT I NEEDED FOR WHEN IM IN CORNWALL WITH
MY DOGS”

The book by Liz Hurley has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 20 people have provided feedback.

An overview of walk locations Introduction Welcome to Cornish Walks. This series is designed
to help you explore an area in greater depth and will feature a wide range of walks. Nearly all the
walks are circular so you can walk in either direction, although the guide only explains the route
one way. If you want a longer walk, just retrace your footsteps for a change of scenery. Some of
the shorter walks have a neighbouring walk that they can be linked to. I have said at the start of a
walk if this is an option. At the back of the book, there are some added extras, to enhance your
walks. Ranging from recipes and recommended reads to an explanation of how the tides work. I
hope that you find them, and the rest of the book, enjoyable. Dogs We love walking with our
dogs, so I thought I would share some of our absolute favourites with you. We have two
Springers, Harry and Agatha, and they like to roam, rummage and generally find every last bit of
mud. Because they do like to roam, our favourite walks mainly avoid livestock and cliffs, where
these are unavoidable the dogs go back on the lead. This guide will always let you know when I
think a potential hazard is coming up. I haven’t bothered mentioning dogs on leads in villages, or
on cycle paths or roads. You know what your own dog is capable of; I will only draw your
attention to things that you may not know are coming up. Several of these walks joins cycle paths
for a bit, which are likely to also have horse riders on them. I have also tried to make each walk
end near water so that you get a chance to wash them down before they get in the car. You may
be lucky enough to have clean dogs, I don’t. All cafés and restaurants mentioned in this book are
dog friendly and I have also mentioned where you can find a dog bin. Instructions Country Code
Respect the people who live and work in the countryside. Respect private property, farmland
and all rural environments. Do not interfere with livestock, machinery and crops. Respect and,
where possible, protect all wildlife, plants and trees. When walking, use the approved routes and
keep as closely as possible to them. Take special care when walking on country roads. Leave all
gates as you find them and do not interfere with or damage any gates, fences, walls or hedges.
Guard against all risks of fire, especially near forests. Always keep children closely supervised
while on a walk. Do not walk the Ways in large groups and always maintain a low profile. Take all
litter home - leaving only footprints behind. Keep the number of cars used to the minimum and
park carefully to avoid blocking farm gateways or narrow roads. Minimise impact on fragile



vegetation and soft ground. Take heed of warning signs - they are there for your protection. The
Countryside Code states that: By law, you must keep your dog under effective control so that it
does not disturb or scare farm animals or wildlife. On most areas of open country and common
land, known as ‘access land’ you must keep your dog on a short lead between 1 March and 31
July, and all year round near farm animals. You do not have to put your dog on a lead on public
paths, as long as it is under close control. But as a general rule, keep your dog on a lead if you
cannot rely on its obedience. By law, farmers are entitled to destroy a dog that injures or worries
their animals. If livestock chase you and your dog, it is safer to let your dog off the lead – don’t
risk getting hurt by trying to protect it. Take particular care that your dog doesn’t scare sheep and
lambs or wander where it might disturb birds that nest on the ground and other wildlife – eggs
and young will soon die without protection from their parents. Everyone knows how unpleasant
dog mess is and it can cause infections – so always clean up after your dog and get rid of the
mess responsibly. Also make sure your dog is wormed regularly to protect it, other animals and
people. At certain times, dogs may not be allowed on some areas of access land or may need to
be kept on a lead. Please follow any signs. Cattle If you find yourself in a field of suddenly wary
cattle, move away as carefully and quietly as possible, and if you feel threatened by cattle then
let go of your dog’s lead and let it run free rather than try to protect it and endanger yourself. The
dog will outrun the cows, and it will also outrun you. Those without canine companions should
follow similar advice: move away calmly, do not panic and make no sudden noises. Chances are
the cows will leave you alone once they establish that you pose no threat. If you walk through a
field of cows and there happen to be calves, think twice; if you can, go another way and avoid
crossing fields. Tides There is a useful explanation on tides at the back of the book. Guide to the
Legend Before heading off for a walk read the description first. You may discover issues with it.
Cows, number of stiles, mud etc. Then have a look at a map, not the little one provided with the
walk, to get a proper feel for the direction of the walk. Length: This has been calculated using a
range of GPS tracking devices. Effort: Easy to Challenging. These descriptions are only in
relation to each other in this book. Every walk has at least one hill in it; not everyone finds hills
easy. Challenging, this is for the hardest walks in the book, it will be based on effort and duration.
However, nothing in here is particularly tortuous. Terrain: If it’s been raining a lot, please assume
that footpaths will be muddy. Coast paths tend to be a bit better, near villages they tend to be a
bit worse. Footwear: I usually walk in walking boots, trainers or ridge sole wellingtons. Except for
village walks, smart shoes, sandals, heels or flip flops are unsuitable. Crocs are always
unsuitable.* Livestock: It is possible that you won’t encounter any livestock on a walk that
mentions them. Please read the Countryside Code section, on how to avoid them if you do.
Parking: Postcode for sat nav given. Be aware Cornwall is not always kind to sat navs, have a
road map to hand and check you know where you are heading before you set off. WCs: Due to
council cuts, lots of loos are now closed or run by local parishes with seasonal opening hours. If
they are an essential part of your walk, check online first. Lots are now coin operated. Café / Pub:
Local recommendations. Always check ahead, some will have seasonal opening hours. OS Map:



This will be the largest scale available for the area. DOG BINS: Almost all of these walks will
have at least one dog bin somewhere along the route. Brief Description: Just a quick outline of
the walk. Directions: If I say, “going up the road” up or down means there is a slope. If I refer to
North or SW, you will need a compass. Most smartphones have built-in compasses. It won’t be
essential as other directions will be given, but it will be an aide. Especially in woodland where
there are few other clues. In size of scale, largest to smallest: Road, lane, unmade road, track,
trail, path. Although some of the smaller descriptions are interchangeable. Options: Several of
the walks have options or alternate routes to avoid mud, cattle, seasonal access etc. You only
need to choose one option, but please read the whole section first. It will help to rule out any
confusion. Things change: Trees fall down, posts get broken, signs become obscured, footpaths
can be closed for repair. Do not be alarmed if you can’t see a marker. Tides: Occasionally I refer
to the fact that a high spring tide might block the path, this tends to only last for about an hour,
every few months, in the early morning or evening. You are unlikely to be hindered but it is worth
pointing out. Links: In the print book, I have shortened very long hyperlinks for ease of typing and
I have left easy hyperlinks as they are. In the e-book they are active. *Joke** **Not really :D
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